
 

We call all rank and file soldiers and the rest of the 
working class to join the soldiers march to parliament 
Sunday 12 Sept 2010 from 10am Keizergracht District 6  
 
We salute the heroic soldiers of Sasfu and Sandu who have been the only ones 
who have in practice decided to go into the streets to support the public sector 
workers against the ANC-SACP government of millionaires/billionaires. We call 
rank and file soldiers, irrespective of whether you are unionized or not, to join the 
soldiers march against the government.  
 
This government and the generals sit in comfort in their mansions while the rank 
and file soldiers live in shacks and in virtual concentration camps (barracks). 
They sit in comfort while they send us to the DRC, Lesotho and the borders of 
Mozambique to protect the property of Anglo American, while the masses are 
hungry and dying of preventable diseases. Hundreds of millions of rank and file 
soldiers have died in the capitalist wars of plunder over the decades. Enough! 
Let us follow the example of the soldiers in Russia of 1917, who refused to 
be used in the imperialists wars and openly joined the workers revolt.  
 
It is time that the soldiers follow our class brothers and sisters in Madagascar 
when the entire rank and file soldiers declared that we are with the masses; we 
are the masses. We are not scabs to be opportunistically used by the millionaire 
government, while every day the private hospitals are half empty and they turn 
the poor away every day, simply because they do not have the money. How 
many of the working class die every day because the government has privatized 
health care. The capitalist press are silent about this daily genocide. This 
government hands over hundreds of billions to the imperialist banks but cannot 
find less than R2 bn for the needs of the public sector workers.  
Out the collaborationist leaders who side with the government of 
millionaires/ billionaires!  
For soldiers committees to unify rank and file soldiers;  
For soldiers delegates to be part of committees for the general strike in 
defence against the attack from the imperialists and the government;  
For a workers summit of delegates of all employed workers, unemployed, 
students, soldiers, immigrant workers to prepare the general strike.  
For houses, jobs, land, education, health care.  
Forward to a committee to refound the Fourth International!  
Forward to working class power! 
For a federation of Socialist workers states of Southern Africa.  
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